Hilbert-type inequalities are divided three parts: Hilbert's inequalities (1908), Hardy-Hilbert-type inequalities (1934) and Yang-Hilbert-type inequalities (2009). In this paper, we give a summary of the development of the theory of Hilbert-type inequalities during the past 110 years.
Hilbert's inequalities and the operator expressions

Hilbert's inequalities
In , Weyl 
where the constant factor π is the best possible. We named () Hilbert's inequality; it does not contain any parameter. The best possible property of the constant factor π was proved by Schur [] in . He also gave the following integral analog of () at the same time.
If f (x) and g(y) are measurable functions, such that  <
where the constant factor π is still the best possible. We called () Hilbert's integral inequality, which still does not contain any parameter. Inequalities () and () are important in analysis and its applications. We can find a number of improvements and extensions in the vast mathematics literature, especially in [-].
Hilbert's operators
We may express inequality () by using the form of the operator as follows.
If l  is a space of real sequences, and T : 
Expressing the norm of a as a  = { ∞ n= a  n } / , in view of (), inequality () may be rewritten as follows:
where a  , b  > . We may prove that T is a bounded operator and obtain the norm T = π (cf.
[]). We call T Hilbert's operator. For a  > , the equivalent form of () is given as Ta  < π a  , e.t. 
Hence, for any g ∈ L  (R + ), we may still can indicate the inner product of Tf and g as follows:
(
Setting the norm of f as f  = (
, then () may be rewritten as follows:
It follows that Tf = π (cf.
[]), and then we have the equivalent form of () as Tf  < π f |  , e.t. (cf.
[]):
where the constant factor π  is still the best possible. It is obvious that inequality () is the integral analog of ().
A more accurate discrete Hilbert's inequality
If we let the subscripts m, n of the double series go from  to infinity, then we may rewrite inequality () equivalently in the following form: where the constant factor π is still the best possible. Obviously, we may raise the following question:
Is there a positive constant α (< ) that leaves the inequality still valid as we replace  by α in the kernel  m+n+ ? The answer is positive. That is, we have the following more accurate Hilbert inequality (for short, Hilbert's inequality) (cf.
where the constant factor π is the best possible.
then by () and for α ≥ , we have
For  ≤ α < , inequality () is a refinement of (). Obviously, we have a refinement of (), which is equivalent to () as follows:
It is said that for α ≥   , inequality () is an integral analog of () (for G = F) and for  < α <   , () is not an integral analog of (), since the two constant factors are different. In recent years, by using the improved Euler-Maclaurin summation formula and introducing parameters, a few authors gave some more accurate Hilbert-type inequalities as () (cf. [-]).
Hardy-Hilbert-type inequalities with a pair of conjugate exponents
Hardy-Hilbert's inequalities and the operator expressions
In , by introducing one pair of conjugate exponents (p, q) with
gave an extension of () as follows.
If
where the constant factor
is the best possible. The equivalent form of () is as follows:
where the constant factor [
] p is still the best possible.
In the same way, inequalities () and () (for α = ) may be extended to the following equivalent forms (cf. []):
where the constant factors
and [ π sin(π /p) ] p are the best possible. The equivalent integral analogs of () and () are given as follows: 
For any non-negative sequence b = {b n } n= ∈ l q , we can indicate the formal inner product of T p a and b as follows:
Setting the norm of a as a p = (
, then inequality () may be rewritten as follows:
where
is a space of real functions, we may define the following Hardy-
For any g (≥ ) ∈ L q (R + ), we can indicate the formal inner product of T p f and g as follows:
Setting the norm of f as f p = (
, then inequality () may be rewritten as follows: 
where K = K(p, q) relates to p, q, only for
The integral analogs of () are given as follows:
We also find an extension of () as follows (cf.
[]). 
where the integrals on the right-hand side are positive. The authors did not proved that the above constant factors are the best possible.
, a n ≥ , then we have the following half-discrete inequalities (cf.
[], Theorem ):
where the integrals and series on the right-hand side are positive. The authors also did not prove that the above constant factors are the best possible.
Hardy-Hilbert-type inequalities with the general homogeneous kernel of degree -1
If α ∈ R, the function k(x, y) is measurable in R  + , satisfying for any x, y, u > , k(ux, uy) = u α k(x, y), then we call k(x, y) the homogeneous function of degree α.
In , Hardy et al. published the following theorem (cf.
[], Theorem  and Theorem ).
Suppose that p > ,
q du and the following equivalent inequalities:
where the constant k p is the best possible.
q are decreasing in R + , then we have the following equivalent forms:
For  < p < , if k p is finite, then we have the reverses of () and (). (Note that we have not seen any proof of () and (), and the reverse examples in the book [].)
We name k  (x, y) the kernel of () and (). If all the integrals and series in the righthand side of inequalities ()-() are positive, then we can get the following particular examples (cf.
, ()-() deduce to the following two pairs of equivalent forms:
x -y dx dy
Note that the constant factors in the above inequalities are all the best possible. We call () and () Hardy-Littlewood-Polya's inequalities, or H-L-P inequalities. We find that the kernels in the above inequalities are all decreasing. But this is not necessary. For example, we find the following two pairs of equivalent forms with the non-decreasing kernel (cf. [, ]):
max{x, y} dx dy
where the constant factors p  + q  and (p  + q  ) p are the best possible.
Other inequalities of this type with the best constants are provided as follows (cf. [, ]):
where the constant factor c  (p) is indicated by
Two multiple Hardy-Hilbert-type inequalities with the homogeneous kernels of degree -n + 1
Suppose n ∈ N\{}, n numbers p, q, . . . , r satisfying p, q, . . . , r > ,
is a finite number, f , g, . . . , h are non-negative measurable functions in R + , then we have the following multiple Hilbert-type integral inequality (cf.
[], Theorem ):
 are all decreasing with respect to any single variable in R + , then we have
For n = , inequalities () and () reduce, respectively, to () and ().
Modern research for Hilbert's inequalities and Hardy-Hilbert's inequalities
Modern research for Hilbert's integral inequality
() In , based on an improvement of Hölder's inequality, Hu [] gave a refinement of () (for f = g) as follows:
Since then, he published many interesting results similar to () (cf.
[]).
() In , Pachpatte [] gave an inequality similar to () as follows. 
where B(u, v) is the beta function. In , Kuang [] gave another extension of () as follows.
We can find other work of Kuang in [] and [] .
() In , by using the methods of algebra and analysis, Gao [] gave an improvement of () as follows:
dx. We can find other work of Gao and Hsu in [] .
() In , by using the operator theory, Zhang [] gave an improvement of () as follows:
x + y dx dy
On the way of weight coefficients for giving a strengthened version of Hilbert's inequality
In , for giving an improvement of (), Hsu and Wang [] raised the way of weight coefficient as follows.
At first, by using Cauchy's inequality in the left-hand side of (), it follows:
Then define the weight coefficient
and rewrite () as follows:
Afterwards, setting
where θ (n) = (π -ω(n))n / , and estimating the series of θ (n), it follows that
Then by (), it yields
In view of (), a strengthened version of () is given as follows:
Hsu also raised the open problem of obtaining the best value of (). In , Gao [] gave the best value θ  = . + .
Still in , by using the above method, a strengthened version of () was given by [] as follows:
In , by using the method of weight coefficients and the improved Euler-Maclaurin summation formula, Yang and Gao [] gave
where  -γ = . + (γ is the Euler constant). We can find similar work in Gao and
Yang [] . In , Yang and Debnath [] gave another, strengthened, version of (), which is an improvement of (). We can find some strengthened versions of () and () in [-].
Hilbert's inequalities and Hardy-Hilbert's inequalities with independent parameters
In , by using the optimized weight coefficients and introducing an independent parameter λ ∈ (, ], Yang [] gave an extension of () as follows. 
Some extensions of (), (), and () were given by [-] as follows.
where the constant factor B(
) is the best possible. Yang [] also proved that () is valid for p =  and λ ∈ (, ]. Yang [, ] gave another extensions of () and () as follows.
If  < λ ≤ min{p, q}, then
In , Yang [] discovered the following dual form of ():
Inequality () is similar to () but different and for p = , both of them reduce to (). For λ = , () reduces to the dual form of () as follows:
We can find some best extensions of the H-L-P inequalities such as ()-() in [-], by introducing some independent parameters.
In , by introducing some parameters, Hong [] gave a multiple integral inequality, which is an extension of (). He et al.
[] gave a similar result for particular conjugate exponents. For making an improvement of their work, Yang [] gave the following inequality, which is a best extension of ().
If n ∈ N\{}, p i > , n i=
) is the best possible. In particular, for λ = n -, it follows that
In , Yang and Rassias [] introduced the method of weight coefficients and considered its applications to Hilbert-type inequalities. They summarized how to use the method of weight coefficients to obtain some new improvements and generalizations of the Hilbert-type inequalities. Since then, a number of authors discussed this problem (cf.
[-]). But how to give a best extension of inequalities () and () was solved in  by introducing two pairs of conjugate exponents.
Hilbert-type inequalities with two conjugate exponents and multi-parameters
In , by introducing an independent parameter λ >  and two pairs of conjugate exponents (p, q) and (r, s) with
gave an extension of () as follows. If p, r > , and the integrals of the right-hand side are positive, then
is the best possible. For λ = , r = q, s = p, inequality () reduces to (); for λ = , r = p, s = q, inequality () reduces to the dual form of () as follows:
In , by introducing an independent parameter λ > , and two pairs of generalized conjugate exponents (p  , p  , . . . , p n ) and (r  , r  , . . . , r n ) with n i=
[] gave a multiple integral inequality as follows.
For p i , r i >  (i = , , . . . , n),
) is the best possible. For r i = p i λ p i -λ-n (i = , , . . . , n), inequality () reduces to (); for n = , p  = p, p  = q, r  = r, and r  = s, inequality () reduces to the following:
It is obvious that inequality () is another best extension of (). In , by using two pairs of conjugate exponents (p, q) and (r, s) with p, r > , Hong [] gave a multi-variable integral inequality as follows.
where the constant factor We can find another inequality with two parameters as follows (cf.
[]):
where α, λ > , αλ ≤ min{r, s}. In particular, for α = , we have In , Xin [] gave a best extension of H-L-P integral inequality () as follows:
Zhong and Yang [] gave an extension of another H-L-P integral inequality () as follows:
Zhong and Yang [] also gave the reverse form of (). Considering a particular kernel, Yang [] gave
He also gave (cf.
[])
By using residue theory,
(a, b, c > ). The constant factors in the above new inequalities are all the best possible. We can find some other new work in [-].
In , Yang [] gave a half-discrete inequality with the kernel  (+nx) λ by introducing a variable and proved that the constant factor is the best possible. In , Yang [] deduced a half-discrete Hardy-Hilbert inequality with the best possible constant factor
[, ] investigated several half-discrete Hilbert-type inequalities. A half-discrete Hilbert-type inequality with a general homogeneous kernel k λ (x, n) of degree -λ ∈ R and a best constant factor k(λ  ) was obtained, which is an extension of () (cf.
[]). Also a half-discrete Hilbert-type inequality with a general non-homogeneous kernel k λ (, xn) and a best constant factor was given by Yang [].
Modern research for Hilbert-type operators
Suppose that H is a separable Hilbert space and T : H → H is a bounded self-adjoint semipositive definite operator. In , Zhang [] gave the following inequality:
where (a, b) is the inner product of a and b, and a = √ (a, a) is the norm of a. Since the Hilbert integral operator T defined by () satisfies the condition of () with T = π , inequality () may be improved as (). Since the operator T p defined by () (for p = q = ) satisfies the condition of () (cf.
[]), we may improve () to the following form:
The key of applying () is to obtain the norm of the operator and to show the property of semi-definite. Now, we consider the concept and the properties of Hilbert-type integral operator as follows.
We define an integral operator as
In , Yang [] proved that the operator T defined by () or () are bounded with T ≤ k  (p). The following are some results in this paper.
If ε > , is small enough and the integral
, then we have the following equivalent inequalities:
Some particular cases are considered in this paper. If n ∈ N\{}, p i > , r i =  (i = , , . . . , n), n i=
. . , n), then we have the following inequality:
where the constant factor k λ (r  , . . . , r n- ) is the best possible. In this reference, the equivalent form of (), the reverses, the operator expressions, and some particular examples are provided.
In Theorem . of this book, Yang also gave the following multi-dimensional integral inequalities, an extension of ().
If λ ∈ R, p > , r, s = ,
q (x) dx < ∞, then we have the following inequality:
k λ (r) is the best possible. Also, the equivalent form of (), the reverses, the Hardy-type inequalities, the operator expressions, and many particular examples are provided. Some other results of multidimensional Hilbert-type integral inequalities are discussed by [, ] .
For n =  in (), or α = n =  in (), we reduce the following Yang-Hilbert-type integral inequality:
where the constant factor k λ (r) is the best possible. The equivalent form of () is obtained as follows (cf.
[], Theorem ..):
where the constant factor k p λ (r) is the best possible.
For λ = , r = q, s = p, () and () reduce, respectively, to () and ( 
and x -λ f (x) in () and (), we also obtain the following equivalent inequalities with the non-homogeneous kernel and the best possible constant factors:
It is evident that ()-() are equivalent. In particular, if k λ (x, y) is symmetric, then we have
The above inequalities are some refinements of ()-().
Discrete Yang-Hilbert-type inequalities
In , Yang [] (Theorem ..) gave an extension of () and () as follows.
n < ∞, then we have the following equivalent discrete Yang-Hilbert-type inequalities:
where the constant factors k(λ  ) and (k(λ  )) p are the best possible.
In this reference, some extensions of () and (), the reverses, the operator expressions, and some particular examples are provided.
The following multiple inequalities are considered (cf.
[], Corollary ..).
is decreasing with respect to where the constant factors k(λ  , . . . , λ n- ) and (k(λ  , . . . , λ n- )) q n are the best possible.
In this book, the reverses of () and () are also considered. For n = , () and () reduce, respectively, to () and (); for λ = , λ i = - In this book, the reverses, the operator expressions, and some particular examples are provided. Some other kinds of multiple half-discrete Hilbert-type inequalities are discussed in [, ] . The composition formula of operators are given by [] .
In Corollary . of this book, Yang also gave the following multi-dimensional halfdiscrete inequalities.
Suppose that m, s ∈ N, α, β > , λ  , λ  ∈ R, λ  + λ  = λ, k λ (x, y) (≥ ) is a finite homogeneous function of degree -λ in R 
where the constant factors K(λ  ), (K(λ  )) p , and (K(λ  )) q are the best possible.
For m = s = α = β = , (), (), and () reduce to the following equivalent halfdiscrete Yang-Hilbert-type inequalities with the best possible constant factors:
